ABSTRACT Inspired by the importance of distance metrics and the structure-preserving ability of features, a novel recognition method for underwater targets, called generalized robust principal component analysis (GRPCA), is proposed in this paper. Several advantages of GRPCA are summarized as follows. First, GRPCA employs the l 2,p -norm as the distance metric for calculating the reconstruction error and variance of projected data and attempts to minimize the sum of the ratios between the reconstruction error and the variance for each data sample. This approach allows it to extract the feature information of an image more accurately, which is important for recognition and representation. Second, the proposed GRPCA algorithm not only is robust but also retains the desirable properties of PCA, such as rotational invariance. Moreover, we present a simple yet efficient iterative update algorithm to solve the GRPCA problem. Finally, on the basis of GRPCA, underwater target recognition technology is developed. The extensive experiments on several underwater optical image databases show that our method is more effective and advantageous than other subspace learning algorithms are.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, with the rapid development of underwater optical technology and computer vision [1] , [2] , an increasing number of scholars are becoming keenly interested in research on underwater target recognition. However, in real underwater environments, several problems arise that cannot be ignored. First, because of the complexity of underwater environments, ripples caused by water-flow noise, plankton and particulate matter in the water can cause target occlusion. In other words, underwater targets are typically affected by noise [3] . Second, because underwater light is diffusely reflected, the sensor of an underwater camera is typically unable to obtain stable light source information. In other words, underwater optical images are often of low quality [4] , [5] . Third, because underwater operations are quite difficult, the number of optical image samples collected in an underwater environment is typically much lower than the number of samples collected in air. Finally, it is well known that optical images, whether
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Sotirios Goudos. collected in the atmosphere or in an underwater environment, exhibit strong high-dimensional characteristics [6] . Using high-dimensional data can lead to weak performance in learning tasks and poor model interpretability. Therefore, finding an effective recognition method based on the characteristics of underwater targets is a core concern in the fields of computer vision and pattern recognition.
Over the past several decades, many scholars have devoted themselves to research on feature extraction and dimensionality reduction methods. Among these methods, principal component analysis (PCA) [7] , [8] , linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [9] , independent component analysis (ICA) [10] and nonnegative matrix decomposition (NMF) [11] are four of the most representative methods for feature extraction, and they are widely applied in image recognition. PCA is used to extract the most expressive features of an image. LDA obtains the optimal solution by simultaneously maximizing the between-class distance and minimizing the within-class distance. ICA seeks a projection matrix such that the projected data are independent. NMF finds two nonnegative matrix factors such that their product can well approximate the original data matrix. These four methods preserve the global geometric structure of the data space but ignore its local geometric structure.
To reveal this local structure, many manifold learning methods have been developed for data dimensionality reduction. Two classic manifold learning algorithms are locality preserving projection (LPP) [12] and neighborhood preserving embedding (NPE) [13] . LPP and NPE are unsupervised learning methods that are linear approximations of Laplace embedding (LE) [14] , [15] and local linear embedding (LLE) [16] , respectively. Inspired by LPP and NPE, a number of related methods have been developed for image recognition and representation. However, in image representation and recognition techniques based on the aforementioned subspace learning methods, two-dimensional image data must first be transformed into one-dimensional vectors. Thus, these methods ignore the spatial structure information embedded in the pixels of an image, which is important for image representation and recognition.
To address this problem, many two-dimensional subspace techniques have been developed, among which two-dimensional PCA (2DPCA) [17] , [18] , two-dimensional NMF (2DNMF) [19] and two-dimensional LDA (2DLDA) [20] are three of the most representative methods. Compared with the traditional one-dimensional subspace learning approach, in a two-dimensional subspace learning method, the required information is constructed directly from the original two-dimensional image matrix. Although two-dimensional subspace learning methods fully consider the variations among different rows and columns of an image, in both these methods and one-dimensional subspace learning methods, the squared Euclidean distance is used as the distance statistic for calculating the similarity between data. It is well known that the squared Euclidean distance is sensitive to severe outliers and high noise. Thus, the methods mentioned above are not very robust.
Compared with the squared Euclidean distance, the l 1 -norm can better suppress the influence of outliers and noise when used as the distance metric. Thus, many l 1 -normbased subspace learning methods have been widely used in optical image recognition and representation [21] - [25] . L1-PCA [21] and PCA-L1 [22] - [24] are the two most representative methods that consider distance metrics based on the l 1 -norm. L1-PCA employs the l 1 -norm as the distance metric in the objective function to minimize the reconstruction error and obtain robust projection vectors. PCA-L1 solves for robust projection vectors in the objective function by maximizing the variance. However, the greedy iterative algorithm employed in PCA-L1 does not yield the best optimization of the objective function. To address this problem, an efficient nongreedy iterative algorithm has been proposed to find the projection vectors for PCA-L1 by maximizing the objective function. Motivated by the aforementioned l 1 -norm-based methods, many l 1 -norm-based techniques have been further promoted for data dimensionality reduction and image recognition. Two of the most representative methods are LDA-L1 [26] , [27] and 2DPCA-L1 [28] , [29] . Moreover, to broaden the applicability of the l 1 -norm, the l 1 -norm has been extended to the l p -norm, and a series of l p -norm-based methods have been proposed [30] - [36] . Among these methods, the l p -norm-based PCA [33] , 2DPCA [34] , LDA [35] and ICA [36] are the best known.
However, there are two drawbacks to the l 1 -norm. First, it does not exhibit rotational invariance, which is a desired property in the context of learning algorithms. Second, the obtained projection vectors cannot be related to the image covariance matrix [37] - [40] , which well characterizes the geometric structure of an image. To address this problem, a PCA method based on the l 1 -norm with rotational invariance, called R 1 -PCA [41] , has been developed, in which the R 1 -norm is employed as a measure of the reconstruction error in the objective function. Inspired by R 1 -PCA, many other effective methods for optical image representation and classification have also been developed. Four of the most convincing methods are R 1 -2-DPCA [42] , robust feature selection (RFS) [43] , L 2,1 -norm discriminant manifold learning (L 2,1 -DLPP) [44] and robust metric learning (RML) [45] . R 1 -2-DPCA seeks a projection matrix such that the projected data have the maximum variance, as measured by the R 1 -norm. RFS uses the l 2,1 -norm in the projection vectors for optical image recognition. L 2,1 -DLPP employs the l 2 -norm to measure the distance in the spatial dimension and the l 1 -norm to combine the overall data points for dimensionality reduction. RML considers a weighted covariance matrix in an iterative algorithm to minimize the reconstruction error as measured by the l 2 -norm.
Based on the characteristics of underwater targets and the above analysis of the previously developed methods, there is a need to design a simple and efficient subspace learning algorithm for underwater target recognition. Thus, in this paper, a novel distance metric technique called generalized robust PCA (GRPCA) is proposed for underwater target recognition. As opposed to many existing subspace learning methods, our approach has the following advantages. First, GRPCA employs the l 2,p -norm as the distance metric, which not only enhances the robustness of the algorithm but also allows it to retain the desirable properties of PCA. In other words, GRPCA can effectively suppress the noise contained in underwater optical images. Second, to improve the modeling performance, the relationship between the reconstruction error and the variance is integrated into the objective function of GRPCA, which further improves the accuracy of underwater target recognition. Third, the optimal solution for GRPCA is composed of the eigenvectors of the weighted covariance matrix, and the weight coefficients are related to the reconstruction error. Thus, GRPCA possesses a good algebraic feature extraction capability for underwater targets with high-dimensional characteristics, which is suitable for low-quality underwater optical images. Finally, the algorithmic architecture of GRPCA is simple, thus improving its capabilities in terms of learning tasks and leading to good model interpretability. Thus, GRPCA achieves improved recognition accuracy for underwater targets with a small number of available samples. We apply the proposed method to three underwater optical image databases, and extensive experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, PCA and PCA-L1 are reviewed. GRPCA is proposed in Section III. Section IV presents the experimental results obtained on the underwater optical databases to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. A brief conclusion is provided in Section V.
II. PCA AND PCA-L1
A. PCA Let X = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x M ) ∈ m×M denote a set of training image samples, where M is the total number of training samples, and x i ∈ m represents the i-th training image. Without loss of generality, we assume that the data set is centralized, i.e., that
The fundamental idea in PCA [7] is to find a projection matrix W ∈ m×k that minimizes the reconstruction error. W can be obtained by solving the following objective function:
where x i − WW T x i = e i denotes the reconstruction error of the i-th training image, * 2 denotes the l 2 -norm of a vector, and I k denotes a k-dimensional identity matrix. We can easily see that because
where tr ( * ) denotes the trace of a matrix and
is the covariance matrix of the data. It is easy to see that the solution to either Eq. (1) or Eq. (2) is composed of the orthonormal eigenvectors of C t that correspond to the first k largest eigenvalues.
As seen in Eq. (1) or Eq. (2), the squared l 2 -norm will dominate the solution to Eq. (1) or Eq. (2). It is well known that the squared l 2 -norm is sensitive to severe outliers and high noise. Thus, the solution to Eq. (1) or Eq. (2) is not robust. To improve the robustness of PCA, an l 1 -norm-based PCA technique has been proposed, in which the l 1 -norm is used as the distance metric in the objective function.
B. PCA-L1
The fundamental idea in PCA-L1 is to find a projection matrix by solving the following objective function:
where * 1 denotes the l 1 -norm of a vector, which can be defined as
where q i denotes the i-th element of the vector q. Moreover, we can find the projection matrix W by employing a covariance-based method, and the criterion function is obtained as follows:
Notably, although Eq. (3) and Eq. (5) are robust to outliers and noise, they do not explicitly consider the true goal of PCA. First, Eq. (3) is not equivalent to Eq. (5) because
In other words, Eq. (5) does not best minimize the reconstruction error of the data, and Eq. (3) is difficult to solve. Second, Eq. (3) and Eq. (5) do not exhibit rotational invariance because
, where is an arbitrary rotation matrix. Thus, this l 1 -norm-based PCA technique does not effectively preserve the desirable properties of PCA, which are important for underwater target recognition. To improve the robustness of PCA while retaining its desirable properties, a new formulation for PCA is proposed in the following section.
III. GENERALIZED ROBUST PCA ALGORITHM A. MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
First, through the above analysis, we can see that the squared l 2 -norm affects the robustness of the traditional PCA method. This means that in the presence of outliers that deviate significantly from the rest of the data, the real projection solution will markedly deviate from the ideal solution because the outliers will produce large reconstruction errors affecting the ideal projection vectors. In other words, the squared large reconstruction errors, i.e., the largest distances, will dominate Eq. (1). Second, the l 1 -norm-based robust PCA method does not exhibit rotational invariance and does not best minimize the reconstruction error of the data. This means that Eq. (3) does not effectively achieve the true goal of the PCA method, which will affect the accuracy of image recognition and representation. Thus, to solve these problems and improve robustness, we need to find a distance metric that can not only reduce the effect of outliers and noise but also retain the desirable properties of traditional PCA. For example, the low-dimensional representation should exhibit rotational invariance, and the optimal solution should be related to the covariance matrix. Moreover, we hope that the objective function can establish a relationship between the reconstruction error and variance of the projected data to further minimize the reconstruction error. Finally, we also desire that the low-dimensional representations of the data should not be uniquely determined up to an orthogonal transformation. Based on the insight gained from the previous analysis, we propose a novel formulation for finding the projection matrix W that not only is robust to noise but also incorporates the relationship between the variance and reconstruction error into the objective function. The model is defined as follows:
It is easy to see that the ratio between e i p 2 and W T x i p 2 is equal to the tangent of the angle β i . This relationship between the reconstruction error and variance is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The ultimate goal of objective function (6) is to ensure that the proposed algorithm not only exhibits good robustness but also retains the desirable properties of PCA. Thus, the PCA method based on objective function (6) is called generalized robust PCA. 
B. ALGORITHM
By simple algebra, we obtain the following relation:
where
By substituting Eq. (7) into objective function (6) and applying simple mathematical reasoning, objective function (6) is rewritten as
Before obtaining the optimal solution to objective function (8), we first introduce the following theorem [36] .
Theorem 1:U V T is a compact singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix G ∈ m×n ; therefore, W= UV T is the solution to the following expression:
where k denotes the rank of the matrix G, U T U = V T V = I k is a nonsingular diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the singular values σ j (j =1, 2, . . . , k) of the matrix G. Now, we consider how to solve for the optimal projection matrix W in objective function (8) . However, it is clear from objective function (8) that it is difficult to directly solve for W. Instead, we develop an algorithm that alternates between updating W (with d i fixed) and updating d i (with W fixed). Specifically, we fix the first term of objective function (8) . Then, objective function (8) can be written as follows:
Let the compact SVD of the matrix G be denoted by
where U ∈ m×k , ∈ k×k and V T ∈ k×k . According to Theorem 1, the optimal solution to Eq. (10) becomes:
Afterward, calculate the value of d i using the updated W. The iterative procedure described above is repeated until the algorithm converges. Our proposed algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1. ≤ J W t−1 by using the sub-gradient method with an Armigo line search [46] . If a solution exists, go to step 9; otherwise, go to step 10. 9: t ← t+1. end while 10: Output:W t ∈ m×k .
C. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
Theorem 2: Algorithm 1 will converge to a local optimal solution to objective function (6).
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Proof:The optimal solution to objective function (6) is equivalent to the optimal solution to objective function (8) .Thus, we employ the Lagrangian method to derive the optimal solution to objective function (8) 
where the Lagrangian multiplier λ is a diagonal matrix associated with the constraints W T W= I k . Taking the partial derivative of L (W,λ) with respect to W and setting it equal to zero yields
With regard to step 6 of Algorithm 1, we find that it is difficult to prove the convergence of Algorithm 1 using Eq. (12) directly. However, if we consider the problem, we can easily find that the optimal solution to Eq. (10) can also be obtained by using the Lagrangian technique. In some sense, the solution is equivalent to that obtained from Eq. (12) . Thus, the Lagrangian function for Eq. (10) is defined as follows:
By taking the partial derivative of W,λ with respect to W and setting it equal to zero, we obtain the following equation:
By simple algebra, we obtain
Note that by comparison with the case of Eq. (15) (6) . The corresponding expression is as follows:
It can be inferred from Eq. (19) that the converged solution from Algorithm 1 is at least a stationary point of objective function (6) . Moreover, steps 7 and 8 of Algorithm 1 ensure that the value of the GRPCA objective function is nonincreasing in each iteration. Combined with the above analysis, this property of Algorithm 1 ensures that the algorithm will converge to a local optimal solution to the GRPCA problem.
D. ROTATIONAL INVARIANCE
In this section, we mainly prove that GRPCA is rotationally invariant. Rotational invariance means that the projection results remain unchanged under a rotational transformation of the sample space.
Theorem 3:GRPCA is characterized by rotational invariance.
Proof: Consider an arbitrary rotation matrix that satisfies T = I. The corresponding rotational transformations of x i and W are defined as follows:
According to the norm invariance theorem, we have
By combining Eq. (20) and Eq. (21), the objective function of GRPCA can be further rewritten as follows:
where f i =W T x i is the feature matrix of x i and Eq. (22) indicates that if W is the optimal projection matrix of the objective function of GRPCA, thenW represents the optimal GRPCA solution when the rotation matrix is considered. Thus, we have
Hence, this relation indicates that the low-dimensional representation of x i is characterized by rotational invariance.
Compared with many existing robust PCA methods, first, in the objective function, GRPCA not only considers the reconstruction error of the data, but also integrates the variance of the feature matrix of the data, which is important for classification and representation. Second, compared with many optimization problems involving the l 1 -norm, GRPCA maintains the two fundamental properties of rotational invariance and the optimal solution related to the covariance matrix of the image, which are important properties in subspace learning algorithms. Finally, GRPCA displays good convergence. To better illustrate the proposed underwater target recognition scheme, the GRPCA-based underwater target recognition flowchart is depicted in Fig. 2 . 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we validate the effectiveness of the proposed method on three underwater optical image databases (JAMSTEC E-library of Deep-sea Images (JEDI-UT) [47] , the Fish Database of Taiwan (FDT-UT) [48] and the Experimental Pool Image Database of Harbin Engineering University (EPIDHEU-UT)), and we compare the proposed method with other representative algorithms used for feature extraction and image recognition (PCA [7] , PCA-L1 greedy [22] , PCA-L1 nongreedy [24] , RPCA [25] , 2DPCA [17] , 2DNMF [19] , LPP [12] , RPCA-OM [40] and PgLPCA [49] ). Notably, the EPIDHEU-UT database consists of sample data collected by an underwater camera (Tornado) in the experimental pool at Harbin Engineering University. The structure of the experimental pool is shown in Fig. 3 . In our experiments, we select a value of k corresponding to the rank of G as the dimensionality of the feature matrix, and a 1-nearest-neighbor (1NN) classifier is used to evaluate the recognition accuracy of each method. In addition, the performance of each method can be evaluated by considering the recognition accuracy and reconstruction error. The reconstruction error is calculated as follows: where n is the number of clean training samples and x clean i is the i-th clean training sample.
A. EXPERIMENTS BASED ON THE JEDI-UT DATABASE
The JEDI-UT database includes 250 videos of underwater species. For these experiments, we randomly selected 30 videos with different backgrounds, and 42 images containing different body poses were then randomly selected from each video for experimental analysis. Each image was normalized to 50×30 pixels. We randomly selected 11 images of each underwater species in the JEDI-UT database and added Gaussian noise. The noise was randomly distributed and affected the whole image. Moreover, the fluctuation range of the noise intensity was randomly selected from 0.004 to 0.015. Fig. 4 shows several noise-free images of three species and the corresponding noisy images. We randomly selected TN =M 30 (M =150, 300, . . . , 1050) images of each species for training, while the remaining (42 − TN ) images of each species were used for testing. For the training samples, we stipulated that the number of noisy images should not exceed 60% of the training samples, nor should the set include only noise-free images; in either case, the training data were reselected. PCA, PCA-L1 greedy, PCA-L1 nongreedy, RPCA, 2DPCA, 2DNMF, LPP, RPCA-OM, PgLPCA and GRPCA were each individually applied for underwater target recognition. We performed the procedure ten times to evaluate the performance of each method. Table 1 lists the average recognition accuracy of each method on the JEDI-UT database, where the numbers in parentheses are the standard deviations, and the average recognition results are plotted in Fig. 5 . Table 1 and Fig. 5 show that as the number of training image samples increases, the recognition accuracies of GRPCA with p= 0.5, GRPCA with p= 1 and PgLPCA are remarkably superior to those of the other methods. The reason for this finding is that these methods are highly robust and can effectively suppress the influence of outliers and noise. Moreover, Table 1 and Fig. 5 show that our proposed GRPCA method with p= 0.5 has the highest recognition accuracy for different numbers of training samples. This is probably because the objective function of GRPCA with p= 0.5 not only considers the true goal of PCA but also effectively preserves the desirable properties of PCA. The average reconstruction errors of each method when TN =5, 20 and 35 are shown in Table 2 , and the average results are plotted in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 and Table 2 illustrate that GRPCA with p= 0.5 obviously outperforms the other methods in terms of data reconstruction error. The likely reasons for this result are as follows. First, GRPCA with p= 0.5 exhibits rotational invariance, and the solution is related to the weighted image covariance matrix; these properties are essential for ensuring the effectiveness of the algorithm. Second, the objective function of GRPCA with p= 0.5 directly considers not only the reconstruction error but also the variance of low-dimensional representations, which is important for image recognition and classification. Third, GRPCA employs the l 2,p -norm with p= 0.5 as the distance metric to measure the reconstruction error and variance of the data, which are the fundamental focuses of PCA. Thus, GRPCA with p= 0.5 attains the highest recognition accuracy and minimizes the reconstruction error.
B. EXPERIMENTS BASED ON THE FDT-UT DATABASE
The FDT-UT database consists of over 28500 color images of 991 fish taken at different viewing angles. In our experiments, 400 side-view grayscale images of 40 fish were selected for experimental analysis and resized to 50×30 pixels. Each fish was captured in different poses in 10 images. We randomly selected 3 images of each fish and then added Gaussian noise. Fig. 7 shows several noise-free images of three fish and the corresponding noisy images. We randomly selected TN =M 40 (M =80, 120, . . . , 320) images of each fish for training, while the remaining (10 − TN ) images of each fish were used for testing. The selection rules for the training data were the same as those used for the JEDI-UT database. We individually applied PCA, PCA-L1 greedy, PCA-L1 nongreedy, RPCA, 2DPCA, 2DNMF, LPP, RPCA-OM, PgLPCA and the proposed method to extract low-dimensional representations of the images. This process was repeated 10 times. Table 3 lists the average recognition accuracy of each method on the FDT-UT database, where the numbers in parentheses are the standard deviations, and the average recognition results are plotted in Fig. 9 Table 3 and Fig. 9 show that the methods with the highest robustness, e.g., GRPCA (p= 0.5), display the best recognition accuracies among all compared methods and are superior to the other algorithms. The reason for this finding may be that the objective function of GRPCA employs the l 2,p -norm (p= 0.5) as the distance metric, which enhances the robustness of the algorithm. In other words, GRPCA can better suppress the influence of outliers and noise. Fig. 10 and Table 4 show the average reconstruction errors of each method when TN =2, 5 and 8. The data reconstruction errors of GRPCA (p= 0.5) are markedly smaller than those of the other methods. The main reason for this may be that the optimal solution obtained based on the objective function of GRPCA (p= 0.5) is related to the weight coefficients, which characterize the geometric structure of the data. Moreover, the objective function of GRPCA (p= 0.5) considers the relationship between the reconstruction error and the variance and exhibits rotational invariance; these are qualities that are essential for the representation and recognition of underwater targets. Thus, GRPCA (p= 0.5) exhibits the best performance in underwater target recognition. These results are consistent overall with those obtained on the JEDI-UT database.
C. EXPERIMENTS BASED ON THE EPIDHEU-UT DATABASE
The transmission speed of the underwater camera (Tornado) used to collect the images in this database was 24 frames per second, the collection time for each underwater image was set to 10 seconds, and 1 image was collected every 0.5 seconds. Thus, the EPIDHEU-UT database contains 300 images of 15 underwater objects. Each underwater object is associated with 20 images taken from different views. The resolution of each image in the EPIDHEU-UT database was reduced from 352×288 pixels to 88×72 pixels. We randomly chose 5 images of each object and added Gaussian noise. Several samples of three underwater objects and the corresponding noisy images are shown in Fig. 8 . From the EPIDHEU-UTdatabase, we randomly selected TN =M 15 (M =60, 90, . . . , 240) sample images of each underwater object for training, and the remaining (20 − TN ) samples for each underwater target were used for testing. Our proposed method, PCA, PCA-L1 greedy, PCA-L1 nongreedy, RPCA, 2DPCA, 2DNMF, LPP, RPCA-OM and PgLPCA were each individually applied to extract the features of each underwater target. We repeated this process 10 times. The average recognition accuracy of each method on the EPIDHEU-UT database is shown in Table 5 , where the numbers in parentheses are the standard deviations, and plotted in Fig. 11 . Fig. 11 and Table 5 show that the recognition accuracy improves as the number of training samples increases. Moreover, the accuracies of our proposed method when p= 0.5 and p= 1, and that of PgLPCA are superior to those of the other methods. The main reason for this may be that the objective functions of the other subspace learning methods are not sufficiently robust. In other words, they are sensitive to outliers and noise. Moreover, in these experiments, the proposed algorithm with p= 0.5 yields the best recognition accuracy. Notably, this method not only exhibits excellent robustness but also has other important properties that improve its performance. Fig. 12 and Table 6 show the average reconstruction errors of each method when TN =4, 10 and 16. As shown in Fig. 12 and Table 6 , the proposed method with p= 0.5 yields the minimum reconstruction error and is markedly superior to the other methods. This result can probably be attributed to the fact that the objective function of GRPCA with p= 0.5 employs the l 2,p -norm as the distance metric instead of a larger distance norm such as the l 2 -norm and thus can more effectively suppress the influence of the noise contained in underwater images. Additionally, in the objective function of GRPCA with p= 0.5, the sum of the ratios between the reconstruction error and variance of each data sample is minimized, which is important for classification and representation. Thus, the proposed method with p= 0.5 yields the best overall recognition accuracy and the lowest reconstruction error. Table 7 shows the average run times and the corresponding standard deviations of each method on the JEDI-UT (TN =35), FDT-UT (TN =8) and EPIDHEU-UT (TN =16) databases. For fair comparison, we set the number of iterations to 15. Table 7 reveals that the average run time of our method is similar to those of RPCA and RPCA-OM. Moreover, our method is faster than the other subspace learning algorithms with iterative properties. Fig. 13 shows the convergence curves of the proposed GRPCA (p= 0.5) method vs. the number of iterations on the JEDI-UT(TN =35), FDT-UT (TN =8) and EPIDHEU-UT (TN =16) databases; these curves illustrate that the proposed algorithm exhibits good convergence, as it quickly converges to the local optimal solution.
D. DISCUSSION OF GRPCA
In this section, the solution offered by our proposed method will be discussed. The main contributions are as follows. First, the objective function of GRPCA employs the l 2,p -norm as the distance metric, which can effectively suppress the influence of outliers and noise, thus improving the robustness of the algorithm. Second, in the objective function, the relationship between the variance and reconstruction error is reasonably captured, enabling effective minimization of the reconstruction error. Most importantly, we have devised an efficient iterative algorithm with which to optimize our objective function. Moreover, this iterative algorithm has been proven to demonstrate good convergence behavior and rotational invariance, which are important for recognition and representation.
In the reported experiments, why is GRPCA more advantageous than the other methods in terms of underwater target recognition? In our opinion, there are three possible reasons for this finding. First, GRPCA not only shows good robustness to outliers and noise but also exhibits rotational invariance. Second, GRPCA considers the relationship between the reconstruction error and projection for each data sample and thus effectively pursues the true goal of the PCA method. Finally, the convergence speed of GRPCA is fast, which greatly improves the computational efficiency of the algorithm. In summary, GRPCA can achieve high recognition accuracy for underwater optical images with outliers and noise.
However, some aspects of GRPCA deserve further study. In particular, the intrinsic geometric structure of the original data space is not well considered in the objective function of GRPCA, which may affect the modeling performance of the algorithm in real-world applications.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new formulation for underwater target recognition, called GRPCA, is proposed. First, GRPCA employs the l 2,p -norm as the distance metric to measure the reconstruction error and the variance, and it explicitly considers the relationship between the reconstruction error and the variance in the objective function. Second, GRPCA not only is robust to outliers and noise but also retains the desirable properties of PCA. Furthermore, a simple yet efficient nongreedy algorithm is designed to solve the GRPCA problem. Experiments on several underwater optical image databases demonstrate that the proposed method is superior to other subspace learning methods.
